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Numerical simulations have been performed for a partially-dressed, cavity-closed nose landing gear config-
uration that was tested in NASA Langley’s closed-wall Basic Aerodynamic Research Tunnel (BART) and in the
University of Florida’s open-jet acoustic facility known as UFAFF. The unstructured-grid flow solver, FUN3D,
developed at NASA Langley Research center is used to compute the unsteady flow field for this configuration.
A hybrid Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes/large eddy simulation (RANS/LES) turbulence model is used for
these computations. Time-averaged and instantaneous solutions compare favorably with the measured data.
Unsteady flowfield data obtained from the FUN3D code are used as input to a FfowcsWilliams-Hawkings noise
propagation code to compute the sound pressure levels at microphones placed in the farfield. Significant im-
provement in predicted noise levels is obtained when the flowfield data from the open jet UFAFF simulations
is used as compared to the case using flowfield data from the closed-wall BART configuration.
Nomenclature
BART Basic Aerodynamic Research Tunnel
BDF backward differencing formulation
BDF2 second-order backward differencing formulation
BDF2OPT optimized second-order backward differencing formulation
CAA computational aeroacoustics
CFD computational fluid dynamics
Cp (p− p∞)/(0.5ρ∞u∞2)
DES detached eddy simulation
DDES delayed detached eddy simulation
FW-H Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings
HRLES hybrid RANS/LES
LES large eddy simulation
MDDES modified delayed detached eddy simulation
NLG nose landing gear
PDCC partially-dressed, cavity-closed
PIV particle image velocimetry
psi pound per square inch
PSD power spectral density
r radial distance
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
SPL sound pressure level
SST shear stress transport
TKE turbulence kinetic energy
UFAFF University of Florida Aeroacoustic Flow Facility
URANS unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
u, v, w Cartesian fluid velocity components
X,Y, Z Cartesian coordinates
θ circumferential angle
ρ density
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Superscript:
′ perturbation quantity (e.g. u′ = u− u∞)
Subscript:
∞ free-stream quantity
I. Introduction
In recent years, there has been growing emphasis on reducing airframe noise to meet the increasingly restrictive
standards for permissible noise near airports. The landing gear is a significant contributor to airframe noise during ap-
proach and landing for commercial aircraft1 and, therefore, it is important to understand the noise sources associated
with such configurations. To address this issue, a partnership effort between NASA and Gulfstream Aerospace Corpo-
ration was formed that is directed at understanding, and ultimately predicting the prominent sources of airframe noise.
The main thrust of the NASA-Gulfstream partnership is targeted at acquiring a comprehensive aeroacoustic database
on the principal sources of airframe noise. Availability of such a database is a crucial step toward improving our
understanding of the pertinent noise generating mechanisms, and to develop noise reduction technologies. The focus
of current work is on the Gulfstream nose landing gear configuration, which has been investigated both experimentally
and computationally during the NASA-Gulfstream partnership over last several years.
Prediction of noise sources around the landing gear of an aircraft is an extremely challenging problem despite
the progress made in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) during the last several decades. The geomet-
ric complexity and highly chaotic unsteady flow fields associated with landing gear pose numerous difficulties for
numerical simulation. For example, generating suitable point-matched structured grids for such configurations is an
extremely difficult and time consuming task, making such an approach impractical. Hence, earlier structured grid
work in this area focused on simplified landing gear configurations.2–4 The grid generation task for structured grids
can be simplified by using an overset grid approach. However, such approaches in general do not maintain conserva-
tion properties across overset zones. It is suspected that the overset zones could introduce additional errors in acoustic
waves propagating through the field.
Unstructured-grid methodology offers significant advantages in terms of grid generation and has been gaining
popularity in recent years with an increasing emphasis on solving unsteady viscous flow over complex configurations,
as evidenced by some recent examples appearing in the literature.5–11 For the current work, we make use of an
unstructured-grid flow solver FUN3D,12 where the Navier-Stokes equations supplemented by turbulence models are
solved to simulate the unsteady flow field. The FUN3D code has been used for many large-scale applications in the
past including simulation of unsteady flow past single- and tandem- cylinder configurations,13 where time-averaged
and perturbation quantities were shown to be in fairly good agreement with experimental data and earlier computations
from the well-established, structured-grid flow solver CFL3D.14 Based on these earlier successes, the FUN3D code
was selected for simulating the unsteady flow field associated with a representative nose landing gear configuration.
Prior work using the FUN3D code for landing gear simulations focused on the Gulfstream G550 nose landing
gear installed in a closed-wall tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center, known as the Basic Aerodynamic Research
Tunnel (BART). As reported by Vatsa et al.,15 the resulting near-field solutions from these simulations were found to
be in good agreement with measured data from the BART tunnel for surface pressures, and turbulence kinetic energy
(TKE) and vorticity fields in wake regions of the gear. However, the accuracy of the predicted farfield noise was found
to be less satisfactory, presumably because of the closed-wall tunnel configuration used in the simulations of Ref. 15.
In this paper, we focus on simulating the same landing gear installed in an open-jet tunnel, replicating the test set-up
used for experimental measurements of the farfield noise, thus facilitating direct comparison of the predicted noise
with measured data.
II. Experimental Setup
A series of wind tunnel experiments for a 1/4 scale model of a Gulfstream G550 aircraft nose landing gear have
been performed at NASA Langley Research Center in BART,16 which is a closed-wall tunnel, and in the open-jet
University of Florida Aeroacoustic Flow Facility (UFAFF).17 The BART facility is well suited for aerodynamic mea-
surements including particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements. However, due to the close proximity of tunnel
walls, this facility is not suitable for noise data acquisition. In contrast, the UFAFF is an open-jet anechoic facility,
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designed for acquiring farfield noise measurements. The data from the BART facility is comprised of extensive steady
and unsteady surface pressure and PIV measurements. Corresponding acoustic, and limited aerodynamic measure-
ments, were acquired in the UFAFF facility to produce a comprehensive database. The wind tunnel experiments were
conducted for both the fully-dressed Gulfstream G550 nose landing gear, as well as for the simplified, or partially-
dressed, cavity-closed nose landing gear (PDCC-NLG) configuration. In addition to major components such as struts,
cavity door, axle and wheels, the fully-dressed model also includes most of the smaller components, such as hydraulic
and electric lines typical of flight hardware. In the simplified PDCC-NLG configuration, several smaller components,
such as hydraulic and electric lines, the lighting cluster, and the steering assembly, were removed from the fully-
dressed model. Additionally, the door cavity, where the landing gear is stowed during the cruise mode, was closed in
the PDCC-NLG configuration to create a simpler configuration for testing and code validation purposes. The com-
prehensive database developed from the BART and UFAFF tests for the simplified G550 PDCC-NLG configuration is
currently being used as a benchmark to validate CFD and computational aeroacoustic (CAA) methods.18 The G550
PDCC-NLG is also the configuration examined in this paper.
The BART tests were conducted at a Reynolds number of 7.3× 104 based on the main strut (piston) diameter and
a free-stream Mach number of 0.166. The Reynolds number in the UFAFF for the same inflow Mach number was
6.6× 104 due to higher ambient temperature in Florida. Transition strips were attached on the model along the length
of the strut to produce a turbulent boundary layer prior to flow separation on the strut. No such transition treatment was
deemed necessary for the wheels and other components, which were made of composite materials resulting in higher
surface roughness. Detailed steady pressure data is available for the wheels, door, and fuselage. In addition, unsteady
pressure data was collected at 10 strategically located Kulite R©pressure transducers. Off-surface PIV measurements
were taken in the BART experiments to examine the detailed flow characteristics near critical components. Both
phased and linear microphone arrays were used in the UFAFF for collecting noise data away from the landing gear.
III. Governing Equations and Flow Solver
In the present work, the spatially second-order accurate CFD solver FUN3D is used to obtain numerical solutions
of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. A hybrid approach is used where the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations are solved in viscous regions near solid walls where the grid is inadequate to resolve the small scale
unsteady flow structures, and a large eddy simulation (LES) approach is used in the remainder of the computational
domain. The details of the switch and blending between these regions and the subgrid scale model are dependent on
the turbulence model used for simulations.19–21
FUN3D is based on an unstructured-grid flow solver developed originally by Anderson and Bonhaus.22 This code
has gone through significant modifications over the years by a team of researchers at NASA Langley using modern
software practices.23 The discrete form of the governing equations are solved either in a time-accurate manner with
a constant time step at every grid point or with variable time stepping to accelerate convergence to a steady state. At
each iteration step, a linear system of equations is relaxed in a red-black fashion with a point implicit procedure.24
FUN3D can accommodate multiple types of grid elements including tetrahedrons, prisms, pyramids and hexahedrons,
which makes it compatible with many different grid generators. For the current work, Roe’s flux-difference splitting
scheme25 is used without a flux limiter.
A dual time-stepping algorithm with subiterations is used in FUN3D to converge the solution within each physical
time-step. For these simulations, 15 subiterations per time-step were used, which was adequate to obtain at least three
orders of magnitude reduction in the residuals of the governing equations. A variety of time marching schemes are
available in FUN3D, including a second-order backward-differencing formulation (BDF2), and an optimized second
order backward differencing formulation (BDF2OPT). The BDF2OPT scheme,26 which produces lower truncation
error compared to the standard BDF2 scheme at nominally the same computational cost but with slightly increased
memory usage, was chosen for the current application.
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are supplemented by turbulence model equations to
simulate the effect of turbulence. Standard RANS turbulence models, such as the Spalart-Allmaras model27 and the
shear stress transport (SST) model of Menter,28 produce overly diffusive unsteady solutions in the presence of large
separated flows encountered in the wake regions of bluff bodies, such as cylinders.29 The hybrid RANS/LES models
such as the one-equation based Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) model of Spalart30 and the two-equation based
HRLES model of Sanchez-Rocha et al.19 and Lynch and Smith20 have been shown to accurately capture the turbulent
structures observed in wake and reverse flow regions for a variety of configurations.7,13 The hybrid RANS/LES
turbulence model under consideration here is based on the one-equation DES model of Spalart.30 Although the DES
model has been used often for solving unsteady separated flows, this model depends too strongly on the grid quality
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and topology, and can lead to non-physical results with grid refinement in viscous layers. Spalart et al.31 have
subsequently modified the DES model to overcome some of the shortcomings related to its grid dependence in a new
model named Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation or DDES. The DDES model applies a blending function that varies
between 0 for RANS mode and 1 for LES mode to the destruction terms. A slight modification of this model was
suggested by Vatsa and Lockard13 to overcome numerical difficulties associated with the non-physical behavior of the
eddy-viscosity in the upstream region of cylindrical bodies. In this model, the blending function suggested by Spalart
et al.31 for the DDES model for the destruction terms is applied to the production terms also, and it will be referred
here as the modified DDES, or “MDDES” model.
IV. Configuration and Grids
The configuration under consideration here is the 1/4-scale, high-fidelity replica of a partially-dressed Gulfstream
G550 nose landing gear that was tested by Zawodny et al.17 in the open-jet UFAFF tunnel. In a previous paper, Vatsa
et al.15 examined the same configuration installed in the BART at NASA Langley.16 A set of three successively finer
unstructured tetrahedral grids comprised of approximately 9, 25, and 71 million nodes (54, 150, and 420 million cells)
were generated using the VGRID grid generation software32 for the G550 PDCC-NLG configuration including the
tunnel walls. For each grid refinement level, the average cell size was reduced by a factor of
√
2 in each coordinate
direction. Grid spacing near the walls, and the stretching factors in the boundary-layer region were adjusted to yield
nearly uniform grid refinement for this sequence of grids. Special attention was paid to grid resolution in the wake
and shear-layer regions emanating from the door, cylindrical struts, and wheels of the gear assembly to resolve the
associated unsteady flow structures. As reported in Ref. 15, the agreement of FUN3D solutions with the experimental
data improved with grid refinement. In addition, significant improvement in numerical accuracy of the FUN3D solu-
tions was attained at each grid level, when the tetrahedral grids were combined into mixed element grids consisting of
prismatic elements in the high gradient boundary layer regions. The time-averaged surface pressures on wheels and
cavity door obtained from the 71 million node (420 million cell) mixed-element grid FUN3D simulations compared
well with the measured data. The agreement of computed results with the measured power spectral density (PSD) data
was also quite good, except at the higher frequencies. The solutions obtained with the MDDES and HRLES turbulence
models were nearly identical to each other.
A schematic of the computational domain chosen for current simulations of the nose landing gear configuration in
the UFAFF is shown in Fig. 1, where the computational boundaries are displayed. In these simulations, the nose gear
assembly is attached to a flat mounting plate, which is suspended in space. The computational domain enclosing the
gear assembly and mounting plate is comprised of inflow, outflow, top, bottom and side boundaries shown in Fig. 1.
A more detailed view of the isolated landing gear is shown in Fig. 2, where identifying numbers for the unsteady
Kulite R©pressure transducers are indicated in parenthesis next to the components of the landing gear.
Based on the experience gained during the simulation of the G550 nose landing gear assembly in the BART
(Ref. 15), a grid density comparable to the finest grid (71 million nodes) used in that work was created for the surface
and near vicinity of the landing gear. Additionally, this grid was enriched in a conical region surrounding the gear
assembly and enclosing the flyover microphones that are directly under the gear, to facilitate comparison between
acoustic propagation methodologies and the more direct CFD based noise computation. A planar cross-section of
the grid region intersecting the mid-section of the landing gear is shown in Fig. 3, where the enriched grid in a
conical region emanating from the gear and surrounding microphones (M4....M10) is clearly visible. The resulting
unstructured grid generated with the VGRID software consists of approximately 146 million nodes (876 million cells).
V. Results
Although the Reynolds number based on a free-stream Mach number of 0.166 and the main strut (piston) diameter
in UFAFF tests is 6.6 × 104, the computations here were performed at a Reynolds number of 7.3 × 104 to match the
test conditions of the experimental study of Neuhart et al.16 in the BART at NASA Langley. This was done to provide
a direct comparison of computational results between the BART and UFAFF configurations run with the same input
conditions. Also, except for the noise data, most of the aerodynamic data available for comparisons was acquired in
the BART facility. The computations were run in a fully-turbulent mode to replicate the experimental set up in which
transition strips were used as needed to ensure turbulent separation. A constant wall temperature based on flat-plate
adiabatic wall conditions and no-slip conditions were imposed on viscous surfaces, which included the gear, fuselage
and mounting plate. At the inflow plane, total pressure, and total temperature corresponding to BART test conditions
were imposed. Farfield conditions based on Riemann invariants were imposed at the other computational boundaries.
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The unstructured grids created by the VGRID code consist of purely tetrahedral cells (elements). However, VGRID
uses an advancing layer technique to fill the viscous region adjacent to solid walls with semi-structured tetrahedral
grids. A FUN3D pre-processing utility was used to combine these viscous region tetrahedrons back into prismatic
elements to create mixed-element grids. Vatsa et al.15 demonstrated that mixed-element grids produced more accurate
solutions compared to the solutions obtained on pure tetrahedral grids with the same number of nodes for the G550
PDCC-NLG configuration with respect to BART test data. It was also observed from these earlier studies, that the
results obtained with the one-equation MDDES turbulence model compared well with the experimental data, and were
very similar to the results obtained with the two-equation HRLES model. Therefore, the current simulations were
performed using the MDDES model on mixed-element grids for efficiency reasons.
The FUN3D code was first run in steady mode starting from free-stream conditions to expedite the development of
the mean flow. This was followed by 20,000 time steps run in time-accurate mode using a time-step of 4.92 × 10−6,
which advanced the solutions by a physical time of 0.0984 secs. Based on the free-stream convective speed, the
disturbances travel a distance of approximately 40 wheel diameters or twice the length of the BART tunnel during
this time, which is considered adequate to purge the initial disturbances out of the computational domain. Temporal-
averaging was activated during the next 20,000 time-steps to establish a well-converged baseline mean flowfield before
collecting the unsteady data for acoustic analysis. Finally, another 70,000 time steps were run to provide sufficient
data for acoustic analysis. In these simulations, the unsteady data was collected on solid surfaces and on a permeable
surface enclosing the gear assembly, the fuselage, and the mounting plate for farfield noise prediction using the Ffowcs
Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) approach.33 In addition, the pressure perturbation data at the microphone locations (see
Fig. 3) was also collected for direct comparison with the experimental data.
Care was taken to ascertain that the numerical solutions were converged well within each time-step sub-iteration
loop. The physical time-step for these computations was chosen so that 20 time steps per period were used for a 10
KHz signal, which represents the highest frequency of interest for this work because noise levels beyond this frequency
are not significant. The number of time steps per period is inversely proportional to the frequency, and therefore the
temporal resolution at lower frequencies is much higher.
The time-averaged surface pressures obtained using the MDDES model are compared with experimentally mea-
sured data in UFAFF for the starboard wheel of the landing gear in Fig. 4. The computational results are in very good
agreement with the measured surface pressure data for the wheel. It is observed from this figure that the computed
pressure distributions accurately capture the pressure levels and shape of the curves, including the peaks and troughs.
Next we examine the pressure distributions on the nose-gear door. Experimental measurements were taken along
9 rows of ports mounted on the door surface as shown in Fig. 5. The computed pressures along rows 2–4, and rows
5–7 are compared with the measured data in Figs. 6 (a) and 6(b), respectively. Because of the sparseness of the
experimental data, it is difficult to ascertain the precise shape of the experimental curves and to draw firm conclusions
about these comparisons. In general, the computed pressures compare reasonably well with the measurements in the
middle portion of the door, the largest disagreement being for row 3. There is a steep drop in computed pressure levels
towards the door edges due to sudden acceleration of the flow at the door edges, that is not captured in the experimental
data due to the lack of instrumentation in these regions.
The computed results from the current simulations for the 2-D turbulence kinetic energy (2-D TKE), [1/2(u′2 +
v′2)], for a plane downstream of the mid-section of the wheels, denoted as wheel plane3 in Fig. 7, are compared in
Fig. 8 with the PIV data obtained from the experiments conducted in BART.16 No such data is available from UFAFF
tests at this time. Although the 2-D TKE levels are overpredicted, the computed results are qualitatively similar to the
measured data, and display the correct shape and trends for the decay of TKE levels in the wheel wake and shear layer
regions. The computational results shown here are very similar to the finest grid results presented in Ref. 15 for the
BART configuration.
Next, we examine the surface pressure power spectral density (PSD) distributions at different locations on the
gear corresponding to the position of Kulite R©pressure transducers, which are depicted in Fig. 2 for reference. The
computational solutions from this study are compared with the experimental data from the UFAFF17 in Fig. 9 at two
locations on the door corresponding to Kulite R©pressure transducers (channels) 3 and 10, and in Fig. 10 at transducers
7 (wheel) and 15 (lower torque-arm). The computational results from the finest grid of Ref. 15 simulating the BART
configuration are also plotted in these figures. Based on these comparisons, the computed PSD distributions at the
surface-mounted Kulite R©locations display only small differences for these two configurations, where the computed
PSD levels for the BART configuration appear slightly higher compared to the UFAFF simulation in the low- to mid-
frequency range. In addition, the overall agreement between the simulated and measured data is quite good up to a
frequency of 3 KHz.
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A. Farfield Noise
Zawodny et al.17 have conducted aeroacoustic testing in UFAFF, an open jet anechoic tunnel of the same nose landing
gear model that was tested in the closed-wall NASA Langley’s BART tunnel. In this experiment, a series of 11
microphones were placed at a distance of several wheel diameters underneath the nose gear along the centerline of the
gear as shown in Fig. 11. The spectra at the microphone locations were corrected to account for shear layer refraction.
Note that the effective position of microphone 7 shown in Fig. 11 is directly underneath the nose gear, which closely
represents an overhead flyover position of 90o.
In this paper, we have computed the farfield noise with three different approaches. In the first approach, the
noise levels were computed directly from the unsteady CFD data collected at selected points in the field. The second
approach is the more conventional hybrid CFD/Acoustic Analogy Approach, where the pressure fluctuations on the
solid surfaces of the landing gear configuration obtained from the CFD solutions were used as input to the Ffowcs
Williams-Hawkings33 (FW-H) solver PSU-WOPWOP34,35 to predict the farfield noise. The third and final approach
makes use of FW-H solver to propagate the CFD generated unsteady flowfield fluctuations (acoustic signal) from a
permeable surface enclosing both the surface and volumetric noise sources to points of interest in the farfield.
1. Direct prediction of noise
For the direct prediction of noise, the unsteady data collected at selected points in the computational domain (denoted
as black circles in Fig. 3) is processed through a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and converted to power spectral density
(PSD) and 1/3 octave sound pressure levels (SPL). The noise data obtained in this manner is therefore extracted
directly from the CFD solutions without relying on acoustic propagation techniques. This approach was used initially
to extract the PSD levels at a series of points along a vertical line underneath the gear denoted as R1–R9 on Fig. 3.
The computed PSD levels at the points R1–R8 normalized by 1/r are shown in Fig. 12, where r is the distance of
these points from the mounting plate. Point R9, which clearly resides outside the enriched mesh region is excluded
from this figure. These results indicate that the PSD levels for points R3–R7 collapse very nicely up to a frequency
of approximately 7 KHz with 1/r normalization, displaying a typical farfield decay of acoustic signal. Note that the
results for points R1 and R2, which are situated closer to the wheels, lie slightly above the collapsed data. The offset
from the collapsed data is smaller for point R2 which is physically located further away from the wheels as compared
to point R1. The decrease in PSD levels for point R8 away from the other points at frequencies above 2.5 KHz is
attributed to the coarseness of the grid surrounding this point. The present results clearly demonstrate that accurate
prediction of noise levels directly from CFD solutions is achievable, but it comes at a significant cost because such an
approach requires a high-density mesh not only in the boundary layer, shear layer, and wake regions associated with
large hydrodynamic gradients, but even in the farfield where the hydrodynamic field is relatively invariant. This was
one of the primary reasons for using a high density mesh all the way up to the flyover microphones (M4–M10) in these
simulations, as seen in Fig. 3. The noise levels computed using the direct approach at selected microphones will be
compared with the measured data and other numerical results later in this section.
2. Noise prediction using solid surface data
In this conventional aeroacoustic analogy approach, the perturbation pressure data collected on all the solid surfaces
including the nose landing gear assembly, fuselage, and tunnel floor (or mounting plate in UFAFF) are used in various
combinations as input to the FW-H solver PSU-WOPWOP34,35 for computing the 1/3 Octave SPL levels in dB at
farfield points. The results obtained in this manner at flyover microphones 4, 7, and 9 are shown in Figs. 13 – 15,
based on the current UFAFF simulations and the 71 million node grid BART simulation of Ref. 15. In these figures,
we have plotted the computational results obtained by using the unsteady pressure contributions from all the pertinent
solid surfaces, i.e. the gear, fuselage and tunnel floor (mounting plate in UFAFF) as solid red lines. The experimental
data from the UFAFF, which represents the noise levels at these locations from all the sources for this configuration,
is shown as solid black lines connecting filled circles. It is clear from these figures that the results based on the open-
jet UFAFF simulations are in much better agreement with the measured data compared to results from simulation of
closed-wall BART configuration.
To quantify the effect of individual components on noise levels, we also show the results when the contributions
from the floor, and subsequently, the floor and the fuselage are excluded from the noise computation. By examining
the results presented in this manner in Figs. 13 – 15, it is clear that the contributions from the tunnel floor and the
fuselage dominate the farfield noise at these microphone locations for the BART simulations. By contrast, the primary
contribution to the farfield noise in UFAFF simulations comes from the gear itself. Nonetheless, the contributions
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from the fuselage and mounting plate are non-negligible in the overhead and downstream directions, especially at
low frequencies. Although there is some interaction between vortical structures and the fuselage, the fuselage and
mounting plate also act as reflective surfaces for sound waves emanating from the gear. In Figs. 14 and 15, the total
signal around 700 Hz is actually lower than that from the Gear + Fuselage, indicating that the phasing of the reflections
is important, causing both constructive and destructive interference. It is conjectured that since BART is a closed-wall
facility, the reflections from the tunnel walls are trapped and excite duct modes which the FW-H solver (based on a
free-space Green’s function) detects but cannot interpret correctly. As more surface area subject to the trapped acoustic
reflections is included, the predicted noise levels increase. By comparing the Gear-alone results from the UFAFF and
BART configurations in Figs. 13 – 15, one can see that although the general shapes are similar, the BART results are
several dB higher. Hence, even the gear alone result is likely influenced by the internal reflections in the BART case.
In general, the predicted SPL levels obtained by using the surface pressure obtained from CFD simulations for the
UFAFF configuration in conjunction with FW-H propagation code are in much better agreement with the measured
data. Also, the Gear + Floor + Fuselage result, which best simulates the experimental configuration, is closer to the
experimental data than the Gear-alone prediction. However, one could probably assess the general character of the
noise without including the mounting plate.
3. Noise prediction using permeable surface data
An alternative, and sometimes preferred approach for computing farfield noise, is to use the unsteady flowfield data
on a virtual permeable (porous) surface enclosing the surface and volumetric noise sources in conjunction with FW-
H noise propagating solvers. The permeable surface, which serves as a control volume, should preferably reside
outside of strongly varying hydrodynamic regions but still within the computational domain where good resolution is
maintained. Perspective and front views of the permeable surface used in these simulations are shown in Figs. 16 (a)
and (b). In these figures, the gear assembly is shown in red color and the mounting plate is colored blue. The permeable
surface, which is colored yellow, encloses the gear assembly, fuselage, and the mounting plate. The permeable surface
also extends approximately 12 wheel diameters downstream of the gear, thus enclosing the most energetic portion of
flow associated with the wake behind the nose gear assembly.
The unsteady fluctuations obtained from the FUN3D code on the permeable surface shown in Fig. 16 were used as
input to the FW-H solver PSU-WOPWOP for predicting the farfield noise. The resulting noise levels obtained in this
manner are compared with the experimental data and the predictions made using the pressure perturbations on solid
surfaces in Figs. 17 (a)–(c). The overall agreement between the predicted noise using unsteady pressure data on solid
surfaces and flow-data on permeable surface is quite good indicating a very weak contribution from the volumetric
sources to the farfield noise levels. Based on these comparisons, it appears that for this type of configurations we can
reliably make use of the solid surface perturbation data for noise prediction, which results in a simpler data collection
procedure.
As mentioned earlier in this section, we also had collected the fluctuating unsteady pressure data corresponding to
the microphone locations during the CFD simulation of the UFAFF configuration. This data was processed through
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and converted to 1/3 octave sound pressure levels (SPL). The noise data obtained in
this manner is therefore extracted directly from the CFD solutions without relying on acoustic propagation techniques.
The computed SPL distributions labeled “FUN3D (Direct approach)” for microphones 4, 7, and 9 are compared with
the measurements in Figs. 17 (a)–(c), respectively. In general, the overall agreement between the results obtained
directly from FUN3D at these microphone locations and the FW-H solutions is quite good. The largest discrepancy
between the results obtained with these two different computational approaches is seen for microphone 9, which is
situated relatively close to the inflow plane and is likely influenced by reflections off the upstream boundary that have
been observed in an animation of the CFD simulation data. We also notice a drop-off in SPL levels in the FUN3D
results for microphone 4 at a frequency of 3 KHz. Compared to the other two microphones examined here, the grid
density enclosing this microphone is somewhat coarser (see Fig. 3), which explains the loss of accuracy at the higher
frequencies. Such strict grid requirements make the use of the direct approach less practical, especially for predicting
noise levels far away from the noise producing components at large number of observer locations. In general, it is more
economical to use the FW-H propagation codes in combination with the CFD solvers for farfield noise computation
compared to the direct approach based solely on CFD solutions.
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VI. Concluding Remarks
Numerical simulations have been performed for a partially-dressed cavity-closed nose landing gear configuration
that was tested in the NASA Langley’s closed-wall BART tunnel and the University of Florida’s open-jet tunnel
known as the UFAFF. In the current work, the unstructured-grid flow solver FUN3D has been used to simulate the
experimental set up of the UFAFF where the noise measurements were performed. The FUN3D solver was run in a
time-accurate mode with the MDDES turbulence model, which is a hybrid RANS/LES model, to capture the noise-
producing unsteady flow structures. Making use of the unsteady data acquired during these simulations, the power
spectral density and 1/3 octave sound pressure levels have been computed. The sound pressure levels computed using
the unsteady data from solid surfaces and from a permeable surface surrounding the gear assembly are found to be in
good agreement with each other and with the measured data. Compared to earlier results obtained from simulation
of the same configuration in the BART tunnel, significant improvement is shown for the prediction of farfield sound
pressure levels.
It was demonstrated in this paper that the noise levels in the farfield can also be computed directly from the
unsteady flow field data generated during the CFD simulations. However, such an approach requires high density
grids even in the farfield, making such an approach less efficient for practical applications.
One of the major difficulties faced in such simulations is the generation of grids that are suitable for resolving the
near wall viscous regions as well as the shear layers and wake regions away from solid surfaces. In general, along with
a priori knowledge of the flow field, a lot of experience and trial and error are required to manually generate suitable
grids for such applications. For this reason, our future work would focus on making use of the grid adaption capability
of the FUN3D code to improve the overall computational efficiency to perform such calculations.
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Figure 1. Computational model of the nose landing gear in UFAFF tunnel.
Figure 2. Kulite R©pressure transducer locations and nomenclature for nose landing gear, transducer numbers are given in parentheses.
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Figure 3. Sampling point locations for unsteady data collection, y=0 plane.
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Figure 4. Surface pressure distributions on starboard wheel.
Figure 5. Nomenclature for rows on cavity door.
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(a) Rows 2–4 (b) Rows 5–7
Figure 6. Surface pressure distributions on nose-gear door.
Figure 7. PIV measurement planes for BART experimental set up
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(a) FUN3D simulation (b) Exp. PIV data
Figure 8. 2-D Turbulence kinetic energy contours, mid-wheel plane3.
(a) Upper-door, ch. 3 (b) Mid-door, ch. 10
Figure 9. PSD comparisons for Kulite R©transducers 3 and 10.
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(a) Wheel-inner, ch. 7 (b) Lower arm, ch. 15
Figure 10. PSD comparisons for Kulite R©transducers 7 and 15.
Figure 11. Linear microphone array arrangement in UFAFF.
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Figure 12. PSD normalized by radial distance for points in y=0 plane.
(a) UFAFF simulations (b) BART simulations
Figure 13. Sound pressure level comparisons at flyover mic 4 using solid surface perturbations.
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(a) UFAFF simulations (b) BART simulations
Figure 14. Sound pressure level comparisons at flyover mic 7 using solid surface perturbations.
(a) UFAFF simulations (b) BART simulations
Figure 15. Sound pressure level comparisons at flyover mic 9 using solid surface perturbations.
(a) Perspective view (b) Front view
Figure 16. Schematic views of permeable surface used for noise prediction.
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(a) Flyover mic 4 (b) Flyover mic 7
(c) Flyover mic 9
Figure 17. Sound pressure level comparisons for UFAFF configuration.
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